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Introduction 
Modal analysis is often considered quite important to 
describe the physics of Musical Instruments and their sound 
radiation. Nevertheless, several authors as Wogram, Suzuki 
and Giordano did not find strong correlation with modal 
analysis, and therefore further researches were requested. 

A new acoustical parameter, called Intensity of Acoustic 
Radiation (IAR), was recently defined, and resulted very 
well related with mechanical vibration of sound source, 
being able to quantify the sound efficiency of musical 
Instruments In this paper the IAR was experimentally 
measured on Persian string musical Instruments. IAR relates 
mechanical vibration of surface (e.g. soundboards) and 
sound generation of the musical Instruments.. 

Sound radiation of Musical Instruments 
The effectiveness of of a vibrating surface in generating 
sound power could be defined by the relationship: 
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where W represents the sound power radiated by a surface 
with area S, which could be obtained by integrating the far-
field intensity over a hemispherical surface centered on the 
panel, and 2

nv  represents the space-averaged value of the 

time-averaged normal distribution of velocity (Fahy, 1989). 
Sound radiation in the soundboard of string instruments have 
been studied by. Wogram, H. Suzuki and N. Giordano, 
,using different measurement methods. Wogram used the 
parameter F/v, defining F as the excitation force and v as the 
resulting velocity at the point of excitation (1980). Suzuki 
used the “surface-intensity method” (1986), defined as: 
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where I is the average intensity in time, perpendicular to the 
vibrating surface, measured in near field (about 30 cm from 
the radiating surface), and p and a are the pressure and the 
normal acceleration at the measuring point. Giordano used 
the parameter p/v, where p is the sound pressure measured in 
near field and v is the velocity of the soundboard (1998). 
Unfortunately in all these studies the resonance frequencies 
did not coincide with those of acoustic emission; on the 
contrary they often had negative correlation. 

Intensity of Acoustic Radiation - IAR 
IAR is defined as the space-averaged amplitude of cross 
spectrum between sound pressure caused by the movement 
of the vibrating surface of the musical instrument and the 

velocity of the vibration of the soundboard itself. IAR is 
therefore calculated in the following equation 
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The measurements require an omnidirectional microphone, 
which should be located in a fixed position at about 25 cm 
over the instruments, which should correspond at about one-
forth of the principal dimension of the instrument. 
Furthermore, the measurements should be conducted in a 
slightly reverberant room, where reverberation time helps to 
average radiation of sound caused by early modes. At higher 
frequencies the room acoustics do not influence the 
measurements. Moreover, the space-averaging of the data 
conducted by moving the transducers thorough the 
instrument enhance the measurements 

The Persian Musical Instruments 
Persian music utilises a wide number of musical instruments 
that are quite different from classical European ones. Many 
of them consist of a wooden sound chest made of local 
spruce, whereas the soundboard is often made of animal 
skin. For their characteristics, Persian musical Instruments 
could be considered closer to Indian instruments rather than 
European ones. In this work the measurements were 
conducted in three different Persian musical instruments, 
namely Thar, Si-thar and Santoor. These three musical 
instruments were made in an artigianal shop in Tehran, Iran, 
and bought directly to Europe. 

Figure 1: The Iranian Thar in his original case 
 

For all the instruments the measurements were made in a 
sligthly reverberant room, as required to proper consider 
sound generation of the instruments, since reverberation time 
helps to average the radiation caused from early modes. The 
following instrumentation was used: 

- Hammer Brüel & Kjær type 8203 
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- Accelerometer Brüel & Kjær type 4374 

- Two charge amplifiers Brüel & Kjær type 2635 

- PC equipped with 20bit A/D converter soundcard 
and 8 channels 96 kHz sample rate. 

- Soundfield microphone  

In all the instruments, based on reciprocity theory, the 
accelerometer was located in few fixed positions on the 
bridges, whereas the soundboards were excited by the 
hammer in several positions. 

Results 
During the measurements, both acoustic pressure and 
velocity vibration were stored. Starting from the vibrational 
measures, modal analysis was obtained for the resonation 
frequencies up to 1 kHz. Moreover, as defined in (3), in a 
second step, IAR for all the three musical instruments was 
calculated.  

The thar 
In the Thar the soundboard is made of lamb skin, and it 
became therefore quite difficult to measure vibration. The 
thar is a double-heart-shape string Instruments made of 
wooden soundchest. The frequency response funcion 
measured in the thar is represented together with IAR and 
and impedance graph. 
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Figure 2: IAR compared with FFR for the Iranian Thar 
 

The Si-thar 
The Persian Si-thar differes from the Indian one because of 
his smaller dimensions and lamb-skin soundboard. As in the 
thar, the measurements on the soundboard required high 
precision and care on handling.  
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Figure 3: IAR compared with FFR the Iranian Si-thar 
 

The Santoor 
The Santoor is a string musical Instruments more similar to 
xilophone and clavichord, and moving the Instruments is 
easier than the others. However, even though the soundboard 
is wooden made and resistable, it becomes almost unfeasible 
to measure soundboard vibration in the soundchest, due to 
the high numer of strings and the possibility of moving the 
bridges.  
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Figure 4: IAR compared with FFR for the Iranian Santoor 
 

Conclusions 
In all three musical Instruments the measurement of IAR is 
reported combined with FRF graphs. As a overall result, in 
all cases low-mid frequencies of IAR and FRF are closer 
each other, whilst al high frequencies the correlation is quite 
lower. Thar and si-thar have a similar resonance frequency 
at about 320 Hz, but differs noticeably at mid and high 
frequencies. The santoor produces a more equilibrate sound 
spectrum, dur to the high number of strings and a mor 
complex shape of the soundchest.  
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